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ABSTRACT

The current study investigated the extent to which challenging the informational demands
o f the cognitive system impact reaction time in a linear, systematic fashion. Specifically,
the study examined the effects o f simultaneously challenging all three stages o f the
information processing. A 3 (Response Selection) x 2 (Stimulus Identification) x 2
(Response Programming) ANOVA with repeated measures was used to analyze mean
reaction time data. The results indicated that, to a point, information processing increases
in a linear, systematic foshioit However, when the system is substantially stressed, speed
o f processing is negatively impacted. This results in an over-additive increase in reaction
time. Movement time analysis in complex response conditions indicated a similar increase
at this level o f informational load. One explanation for this finding is that the cognitive
system has a finite information capacity, after which eflScient processing o f information is
hindered.
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

The role o f humans as controllers o f informational flow is critical to a comprehension
o f how we interact with our environment. This understanding o f humans as active
processors o f information allows for exploration o f the underlying processes o f human
performance. Generally, speed o f processing is the critical measure in studies o f
information processing. Difliculties in mental processing are evidenced by increases in the
time between stimulus onset and response initiation (i.e., reaction time) (Posner, 1978).
The method o f using reaction time to analyze a performer’s information processing ability
between the presentation o f a stimulus and the initiation o f a response is termed the
chronometric method (Fitts & Posner, 1967). The current study is designed, using
chronometric measures, to investigate the nature o f the human information processing
system.
The traditional information processing model is composed o f three general stages
through which information passes; stimulus identification, response selection, and
re ^ n s e programming. Researchers can manipulate these stages by changing the clarity
or intensity o f a stimulus, the number and relationship o f possible stimulus-response (S-R)
alternatives, and the nature o f the response. A traditional, serial interpretation o f
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infbnnation processing allows researchers to manipulate one stage and speculate as to the
processes in that stage (Sternberg, 1969; Sanders, 1980,1990). The serial model o f
information processing states that the processes o f one stage must be completed before
that mformation is passed onto the next stage For example, the identification o f a
stiimilus must be completed prior to the selection o f a response. At least two other
models are employed in describing the processing o f information; parallel and parallel
distributive. A parallel model claims that the processes o f the information processing
system can be performed concurrently. In other words, multiple stimuli and responses can
be identified, selected, and prepared at the same time. A parallel distributive model
employs the logic o f both a parallel and a serial model. In this case, the idea is that
information is processed in parallel up to a point, after which information is processed in a
serial fashion. Numerous models o f attention explain this phenomenon by placing an
attentional filte r somewhere along the information processing system (Broadbent, 1958;
Deutsch & Deutsch, 1963; Kahneman, 1973; Keele, 1973; Komblum, Hasbroucq, &
Osman, 1990). The placement o f this filter, or bottleneck, depends on where the
processing for a task shifts from automatic to attention-demanding control. One o f the
early supporters o f the paralld distributive model was Keele who suggested that humans
are able to simultaneously process numerous stimuli and potential responses until a
response needs to be programmed.
The traditional tool employed in testing the nature o f information processing is an
additive fectors logic (Sternberg, 1969). The additive factors logic proposed by Sternberg
in 1969 assumes distinct stages in the information processing system. Typically, an
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additive Actors method is used to distinguish between separate processes or processing
stages. For example, if the effect o f challenging two processes is additive in regard to
reaction time, it can be presumed that these processes are independent. Yet, if there is an
interaction between two processes, at least two possible interpretations arise. I f there is
an under-additive interaction, reaction times are faster than one would expect, the
involved processes may overiap. h i this case, multiple processes may handle information
simultaneously, in a parallel manner. I f there is an over-additive interaction, reaction times
are slower than one would expect, then information may still be processed in a serial
manner but an information capacity may have been reached (McCleod, 1977). The
implication o f over-additivity may be that the information processing system can only deal
w ith a set amount o f information, after which processing slows drastically. Again,
manipulations o f stimuli and/or responses result in changes in processing speed, making
reaction time an often used means o f investigation human information processing.
One manipulation o f reaction time as an indicator o f human information processing is
choice reaction time. A choice reaction time task requires an individual to choose
between two or more responses. It has been demonstrated that reaction time increases
linearly as the number o f choices increase. This effect is known as the Hick-Hyman law
(Efick, 1952; Hyman, 1953; Schmidt, 1988) G^gure I I). In other words, the amount o f
time necessary to make a decision is lineariy related to the amount o f information that
must be processed in coming to that decisiotL
In 1952, Hick stated that **fàirly strong evidence has been obtained that the amount o f
information extracted is proportional to the time taken to extract it, on average.” In 1953,
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5
Hyman stated that "reaction time is a monotonically increasing function o f the amount o f
information in the stimulus series.” The research Ffick performed dealt exclusively with
the manipulation o f the number o f equally likely S-R alternatives in a stimulus set. As the
number o f S-R alternatives increased, the time to process that information increased as
well. Hyman manipulated three o f the many Actors affecting S-R alternatives. He
examined the effect o f the number o f equally likely S-R alternatives, the probability o f a
stimulus, and the sequential dependencies o f stimuli. In all cases, choice reaction time
increased by a nearly constant amount every time the S-R alternatives doubled. The
implication is that more alternatives require greater processing because o f the need to
choose between an increasing number o f possible stim uli. Thus, the number o f S-R
alternatives appears to directly influence the response selection stage o f the information
processing model. The presumption is that the increased reaction time is related to the
amount o f information processed in the response selection stage. Another possible
implication o f Hick’s and Hyman’s work is that there may be a constant speed for
processing one bit o f information, to a certain point. Other notable factors that have been
shown to affect the response selection stage o f processing are factors that directly impact
uncertainty.
For the purposes o f this paper, information can be understood as the reduction o f
uncertainty. Prior to the presentation o f a stimulus, there is a certain amount o f
uncertainty as to the temporal, perceptual, and spatial nature o f that potential stimulus. As
soon as the stimulus is presented, all uncertainty is removed. The amount o f information
provided when a stimulus is presented depends on the uncertainty that was present prior
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to the arrival o f the stimulus. For example, if there is one possible stimulus prior to its
presentation, little information is transmitted. However, if there are ten possible stim uli
prior to the arrival o f one stimulus, a relatively large amount o f information is transmitted,
since there was great uncertainty prior to the stimulus presentation. In other words, less
information is transmitted when a stimulus is more probable. This has been expressed
conceptually by suggesting that every time the number o f possible S-R alternatives is
doubled, one additional "b it” o f information needs to be processed for a decision to be
made. Thus, a "bit” is the amount o f information required to reduce the uncertainty o f a
stimulus or the required response by half (M iller, 1956).
As stated, a linear function is formed from the relationship between the number o f S-R
alternatives, or choices, and reaction time. I f there are is only one possible stimulus and
one response (i.e., no choice), the point representing this situation is believed to be
indicative o f the overall speed o f the cognitive system, exclusive o f any time required to
choose a response (Schmidt, 1988). In this case, there would be no uncertainty in the
decision-making process, and the impact o f the response selection stage o f information
processing would be minimized. Since the impact o f the response selection stage would
be minimized, this point on the y-axis would largely represent the impact o f the stimulus
identification and response programming stages. This implies that the stimulus
identification and response programming stages can be directly investigated when the
response selection stage is manipulated in a controlled manner. It should be noted that
there is no line investigating the extension o f the above point to one and two response
selection choices, when the stimulus identification or response programming stages are
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also stressed.
Whereas the y-intercept denotes overall processing exclusive o f response selection, the
slope o f the Hick-Hyman line is believed to denote the additional processing time at the
response selection stage. This means that S-R relationships such as number o f alternatives
^ c k , 19S2; Hyman, 1953), S-R compatibility (Leonard, 1959), and practice (Mowbray
& Rhoades, 1959) have been shown to affisct the slope o f this line, (fic k’s and Hyman’s
studies demonstrated that there is a linear, consistent relationship between the number o f
S-R alternatives and reaction time. Yet, Leonard’s study (1959) revealed that when a
stimulus is matched to a response in a very compatible situation, (e.g., direct electrical
stimulation), reaction time does not increase in a linear fashion. The study performed by
Mowbray and Rhoades (1959) determined that high levels o f practice can markedly
decrease the slope o f the Hick-Hyman line. After thousands o f trials their participants
became so Am iliar with the task that they were able to process the information through
the response selection stage much faster than previously. The slope o f the Hick-Hyman
line has been demonstrated to depend on the number and compatibility o f the S-R
alternatives, the relationship between the stimulus and the response, and the performer’s
amount o f practice. Thus, the Hick-Hyman law can serve as a measure for two different
underlying processes o f human performance; overall speed o f information processing
exclusive o f response selection and the speed o f the response selection stage itself. The
chronometric method provides an interesting means by which the parameters o f the
Hick/Hyman law, as well as the nature o f information processing, can be examined.
Although presumptions can be made from the Hick-Hyman law. Hick’s and Hyman’s
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studies manipulated Actors involving only the response selection stage The logic
expressed in their studies was derived from the processing o f information at the response
selection stage. Yet, there are other Actors involved in information processing which
appear to impact reaction time in a similar manner. Research has shown that simple
reaction time changes as stimulus identification is manipulated. As the target stimulus
becomes more difficult to identify because o f distractors or noise elements, processing o f
that information is slowed (Eriksen & Schultz, 1979). In the case o f stimulus
identification the problem is not one o f increased information to be dealt with, but rather
increased uncertainty. The physical nature o f the stimulus and the predisposition o f the
performer effectively define the functional uncertainty o f the stimulus. Therefore, a series
o f increasingly degraded stimuli plotted on the same graph as the Hick-Hyman line would
step up the y-axis as each stimulus becomes more difficult to identify and process (Figure
1.2).
Researchers have also been able to manipulate the processing time at the response
programming stage by increasing the number or complexity o f bits o f information that a
performer must deal with when prepariqg a response. In these manipulations, mean
reaction time has been shown to increase w ith an increase in movement complexity (Henry
& Rogers, 1960; Kerr, 1978; Fischman, 1984). This supports the idea o f increased
response programming time for more complex responses (see Klapp, 1996, for
discussion). The two common strategies used to impact the response programming stage
are the duration or the complexity o f the response to be performed. Again, a series o f
points plotted on the same graph as the Hick-Hyman line would step up the y-axis as each
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response becomes more complex (Figure 1.3).
In general, the number o f S-R alternatives, the discriminability o f the presented
stimulus, and the complexity o f the response to be made are all Actors that affect human
performance and information processing. These three Actors have been investigated
previously as to how they impact individual stages o f processing, and have implications for
how we process information. Because o f the linear rdationship between bits o f
information and reaction time, it appears that each bit o f information is processed at a
constant rate. The implication from Hick (1952), Hyman (1953), Henry and Rogers
(1960), Eriksen and Schultz (1979), and others is that each additional bit o f information
that the cognitive system must deal with in responding to a stimulus adds to the overall
reaction time in a linear, systematic marmer. Thus, if an additional bit o f information is
added to the system’s processing, overall processing time should increase linearly (i.e., in
an additive fashion). The implication o f this linear relationship between information and
processing time is o f critical importance to the present discussion.
As Figures 1.1-1.3 indicate, studies have looked at the effect o f manipulating the
amount o f information at just one stage o f processing at a time. The Hick-Hyman law
allows for the creation o f a positively sloped line fittin g reaction time to the number o f S-R
choices. In addition, degrading a stimulus (Eriksen & Schultz, 1979) or making a
response more complicated (Henry & Rogers, 1960) has the effect o f increasing reaction
time in a systematic Ashion. Thus, the three stages o f the information processing model
have been manipulated individually. Yet, the question o f what happens when
informational demands are stressed simultaneously at three different stages o f processing
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has not been answered. This question is important for at least two reasons. First, the
concurrent manipulation o f all three stages o f information processing may o% r insight
into the nature o f human information processing. The additive factors method can be used
to test the degree to which processing is serial Using the additive factors method the idea
o f an attentional filter, or point at which processing o f information shifts from automatic
to attention-demanding control, can be investigated. Second, increasing the informational
demands on the cognitive system may help distinguish between an attentional filte r in the
system and an information capacity to the system. Therefore, the purpose o f this study
was to investigate human information processing and the implications o f challenging that
processing by using the Hick-Hyman law as a baseline o f analysis.
The baseline question in the present study is whether the Hick-Hyman law (Hick,
1952; Hyman, 1953; Schmidt, 1988) can be replicated. The re-establishment o f this linear
relationship is crucial to the rest o f the inquiries. Secondary questions examine whether
independently increasing the information dealt with at the stimulus identification or
response programming stages w ill affect the y-intercept o f the Hick-Hyman line. Perhaps
the most intriguing question is wfiat w ill occur when two or all three stages o f the
information processing model are challenged simultaneously. Thus, the exploration o f
how the cognitive system is able to handle increasing amounts of information at all three
stages is o f principle concern to this project
The prediction, from the additive factors logic, is that the processing at each stage is
independent (Sternberg, 1969; Sanders, 1980 & 1990). Therefore, manipulations o f
multiple stages should yield an additive effect. As each level o f complexity is added to one
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o f the three stages, the newly formed line should have a greater y-intercept, yet the slope
should remain constant. However, if the lines are found to interact, there may be some
kind o f overlap in the processes o f the particular stages involved, (i.e., interactive
processing). This interactive processing would imply a collapse o f the serial processing
interpretation, (i.e., information is processed in parallel at some point). Evidence fo r this
kind o f processing would be demonstrated by an under-additive effect between stages and
would strengthen the concept o f a filte r in the system. As a reminder, the traditional view
o f a bottleneck or filte r in the cognitive system asserts that processing shifts from parallel
to serial, at some point. Another interpretation, which fidls within this class o f under
additive effects, is that processing shifts from serial to parallel. For example, a single
stimulus is processed in a serial fashion, but the processes o f selection and programming
overlap (Komblum et al., 1990) On the other hand, an over-additive effect would imply
an inability o f the cognitive system to handle the informational load. Here the implication
is that the cognitive system has a finite capacity when processing information. For
example, there may be too much information for the performer to adequately select and
prepare a response. Challenging the informational demands o f the system may help
distinguish between this potential filte r and information capacity. Thus, the present study
is designed to investigate both the independent and simultaneous manipulation o f all three
stages o f the information processing model.
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CHAPTER2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
The first goal o f this chapter is to introduce the concept o f human information
processing. The traditional information processing model (IPM) w ill then be discussed as
a tool for investigating some o f the underlying processes o f human performance. The key
concept o f interest is the relationship described by the Hick-Hyman law, which states that
reaction time increases as the number o f stimulus-response (S-R) alternatives increases.
The Hick-Hyman law can be used as an indicator o f factors that influence how we process
information in the response selection stage o f the traditional information processing
model. Employing the Hick-Hyman relationship w ill allow for the investigation o f other
factors which affect overall reaction time and information processing. Once a solid
conception o f the information processing model and its relationship to the Hick-Hyman
law have been established, predictions w ill be made as to how the cognitive system
handles additional informational stresses. These predictions w ill be based largely on the
serial nature o f processing suggested by the traditional information processing model.
Therefore, the aim o f this chapter is to establish the current body o f knowledge in this area
as it pertains to the present study, in an attempt to identify unresolved areas and gaps in

14
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knowledge. One means o f attaining this goal is to explore a framework for interpreting
infr)rmational demands on our cognitive system when performing motor skills. O f specific
interest is the relationship formed by the Bfick-Hyman law, creating a link between
informational load and reaction time.

Information Proccsang
An understanding ofthe infr>rmation processing model is founded on the conception o f
humans as active processors o f information. The role o f humans as controllers o f
informational flow is critical to a comprehension o f how we interact with our environment.
We are constantly bombarded by information from the environment and must decide what
is important and what is not. We process the information from our environment, using it
to decide what kind o f action to take. A decision must be made regarding how to respond
to the environment, and then commands to the muscles must be organized to execute that
response. Thus, processing information can be understood as making a decision; to create
an action or inaction.
Generally speaking, human information processing is broken into three stages. These
stages include taking information in from our environment (Stimulus Identification),
deciding on an appropriate response (R e^nse Sdection), and organizing the response
(Response Programming). The notion that humans are fundamentally processors o f
information can be explored from a number o f different perspectives. For the purposes o f
this study, this exploration w ill begin with the implications ofthe Hick-Hyman law, (i.e.,
the time it takes to make a decision is proportional to the amount o f information in that
decision).
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One

to information processing is the type o f information that is being transmitted.

The amount and type o f information we are able to receive and process are indicators o f
the underlying mechanisms that control the fonctions within information processing
^d ille r, 1956). Any information that enters the cognitive system can be broken down and
treated as a basic unit; a bit. ^Bller explains that a b it o f information is the amount o f
information needed to make a decision between two equally likely alternatives. So, a bit is
the amount o f information required to reduce the uncertainty o f a stimulus, or the required
response, by half. For example, every time the number o f S-R alternatives is doubled, one
additional bit o f information needs to be processed.
When processing information, the idea o f chunking or grouping these bits o f
information into larger units becomes critical. M iller was one o f the first to seriously
consider the role o f bits o f information and the chunking o f those bits to focilitate
information storage and processing. M iller speculated that chunks were organized or
grouped bits o f information. By organizing the input stimuli into several dimensions and
successively into chunks o f information, some o f the limitations on receiving and
processing information are overcome. W ith practice, the number o f bits can be reassigned
to a smaller number o f chunks, which can presumably be processed more efficiently
(Guadagnoli, Domier, 6 Tandy, 1995). The actual number o f bits does not change, they
are simply processed through the cognitive ^ e m more effectively. Learning may be
focilitated when information can be chunked into more efficient packages, since more bits
o f information can be dealt with at a time. Thus, the role o f practice and learning in motor
tasks has been investigated with vigor (Mowbray & Rhoades, 1959; Schmidt, 1975).
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As stated earlier, information provides a resolution o f uncertainty. Yet, it is unclear
how the cognitive system actually processes this uncertainty. Factors such as stimulus
discriminability, the nature and number o f S-R assignments, response complexity, and even
practice have been demonstrated to affect the processing o f information. The relationships
between a number o f these Actors have not been fully explored. One idea is that stressing
the cognitive system by challenging more than one stage o f information processing, may
offer insight into the nature o f human information processing. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, there may be a point where a task becomes so complicated that the
informational demands are too great on the information processing system. At this point,
performers may become overwhelmed and lose focus on the task to be performed. This is
definitely evident from an applied standpoint, where novice performers who are first
learning a motor skill often give up due to the complexity o f the task. There may also be a
problem o f the cognitive system in simply being unable to handle the informational
demands o f a task. In this case, the information processing system would be overloaded,
resulting in slowed processing and increased reaction time. This increased reaction time
could be due in part to a shift in attention from one informational component to another
more demanding one. For example, the number o f S-R alternative may be so great that
the preparation o f a response is delayed to deal with all o f the uncertainty in the response
selection stage Thus, there may be a finite capacity to the amount o f information the
cognitive system is able to process at one time
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ChTOMmctric Method
Researchers cannot directly observe information processing in humans. Presumably,
information processing occurs in the central nervous system, largely the brain. Yet, even
if we could directly examine the brain we would not know how each stage o f processing
looks. Thus, indirect methods must be used to l^pothesize the activity o f the brain during
information processing. One indirect method is to analyze how quickly one makes a
simple response, (i.e., a simple example o f decision-making). It can be determined how
quickly one makes a decision by taking the time from when a stimulus (any external cue in
the environment) is presented until the person initiates a response. The time from stimulus
presentation to response initiation is termed reaction time. Reaction time represents the
time it takes a person to process the information involved in making a decision. The
method o f using reaction time to analyze a person’s behavior from the presentation o f a
stimulus until they respond is termed the chronometric method (Fitts & Posner, 1967).
Factors that influence reaction time enable researchers to determine what happens in the
central nervous system to initiate this response. Delays or difficulties in mental processing
due to demands on our cognitive system are evidenced by increases in reaction time
(Posner, 1978; Sternberg, 1969). Now, the processes involved in responding to a
stimulus, and then various Actors which can affect reaction time w ill be examined. It
should be noted that the chronometric method assumes that information processing is
serial; that we do one thing at a time (Posner, 1978).
What does one do when responding to a stimulus? First, one must recognize a change
in the environment; that some stimulus has appeared. This is called the stimulus
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identificatioii stage o f information processing. Then one must choose the appropriate
response to that stimulus; a response selection stage. The brain must organize a specific
list o f commands to send out to the muscles; a response programming stage. Finally, the
muscles execute the movement. The time it takes to complete these processes is called
reaction time.
Fractionated Reaction Time
Reaction time can be fractionated into two major components. The segment that is
completed in the central nervous system, and therefore considered cognitive, is called pre
motor time. Pre-motor time is the time when information is moving through the
information processing system and is composed ofthe three stages mentioned previously.
The segment involving the muscles preparing to carry out the response is termed motor
time. This is the time when some electrical sigruds are sent to the muscles, but the limb
has not begun to move. The movement itself is called movement time. For the purpose o f
this paper, further fractionation o f reaction time into more specific processing stages w ill
not be explored (see Sanders, 1990 fo r a review). The most relevant general stage o f
overall reaction time to this paper is the pre-motor time; that part o f reaction time which is
fully cognitive.

Movancpt Time
Movement time w ill have some bearing later in the discussion, since it can indicate the
effect o f speed and accuracy factors on the cognitive system. Another factor which may
impact movement time is changing the cognitive demands o f a task. Thus, movement time
may be an additional marker for cognitive load. This logic is based on the assumption that
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under normal circumstances the movement time fo r a motor skill should remain constant.
It has been established that short movement sequences are dictated by motor programs
(Schmidt, 1975). A motor program is a prestructured set o f commands that once initiated
runs o ff without the intervention o f feedback. I f a motor program controls a movemem
sequence, then there should be no difference in movement times between different
sequences. Yet, if there were attentional or cognitive demands on the system to the point
where a motor program could not be initiated, then movement times would increase. The
increase in movement times would then be indicative o f an overload in the cognitive
system, resulting in on-line control o f a movement sequence.
It should be noted that the pre-motor time is the only section o f the information
processing model that is an hypothetical construct. Studies using electro-myography are
able to pinpoint the earliest stages o f muscle preparation in the muscles, thereby defining
motor time. Videography, motion analyzers, and various other types o f biomechanical
equipment are capable o f determining movement time. Yet, this chapter only looks at the
three cognitive stages constituting pre-motor time; stimulus identification, response
selection, and response programming.

Serial Pipccsang
Researchers initially thought o f information processing as happening one step at a time
and in distinct stages (Donders, 1868; James, 1890). This conception o f information
processing as a series o f separate stages, or processes, has continued to define the field in
more recent research (Sternberg, 1969; Sanders, 1980,1990). One appeal to thinking o f
information processing as functioning in a serial manner is that investigating the involved
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processes is simplified. Conceiving o f stages as being discrete from each other allows for
the investigation o f individual stages and processes. This approach to information
processing employs the manipulation o f one stage at a time to see how it affects the
overall reaction time. Inherent in this approach is the assumption that dealing with more
infisrmation causes greater strains on processing and increases reaction time. Through the
manipulation o f processes in one stage, researchers speculate as to the role o f that
particular stage in processing information.

Additive Factors
The idea o f each stage being completely separate, and their individual processing times
adding up to the overall reaction time, has been investigated with an additive Actors logic
(Sternberg, 1969). Through the comparison o f numerous cognitive processes, discrete
stages o f information processing have been delineated (Sanders, 1990). Employing an
additive fiuxors logic, researchers have demonstrated the robustness o f a serial stage
model o f information processing. However, Sternberg’s additive Actors method does not
necessitate a serial order o f processing, it simply allows for exploration o f the interaction
or additivity between stages o f procesang.
When an additive effect is fixind between two processes they are theorized to be in
different stages o f the information processing model. Yet, two different classes o f
interaction effects may be found between levels o f information processing. The first class
o f these effects is termed an under-additive interaction, where reaction times are fitster
than would be predicted by an additive factors logic. I f an under-additive interaction is
found between two processes, they are interpreted to be overlapping processes which
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affect more than one stage or are within the same stage o f processing. The under-additive
interaction between processes has also been employed in positing an information filte r in
the information processing model (Kede, 1973). Whether this filter denotes a point where
processing shifts from parallel to serial or vice versus could potentially be inferred using
the additive factors logic. The second class o f possible effects is termed an over-additive
interaction. An over-additive interaction may indicate a capacity overload o f some kind,
whereby the information processing in one or more stages is affected by an excess o f
information to be processed in another stage (McCleod, 1977).
Employing an additive factors logic, serial processing implies that each stage is distinct
from the preceding and following stages, and the processes in each stage need to be
completed before the next stage can commence. There is little argument as to whether
processes and stages are present, the discussion involves how information is processed
through these stages.
Stage Theorv o f Information Processing
The main contention is the chronology or serial nature o f these processes. The
previous^ mentioned researchers contend that humans process information in a largely
serial manner (Sternberg, 1969; Sanders, 1980,1990). Some researchers assert that
humans are able to process information in parallel. These researchers advocate a
continuous flow model o f information processing (Coles, Gratton, Bashore, Eriksen &
Donchin, 1985). At least one researcher has made the claim that we perform the
processes o f a stage up to a critical level, where enough information has been processed to
spill into the next stage (McClelland, 1979). It has also been hypothesized that we process
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information in parallel up until a point, after which serial processing becomes necessary
(Deutsch 6 Deutsch, 1963; Norman, 1968; Kede, 1973; Komblum et al., 1990). This
understanding o f information processing is often termed parallel distributive processing.
Often an information filte r is used to explain the point at which information flow moves
from parallel to serial processing. This attentional filte r is explained as a bottleneck in the
cognitive system which allows only one piece o f information to pass through at a time. It
is assumed that the filter, or bottleneck, is the determining point at which information
processing stops being automatic and becomes attention-demanding.
Factors Affecting Reaction Time
An applied question that may flesh out the theoretical implications o f the above
discussion is, how can we speed up or slow down someone’s reaction time when making a
decision? Certain variables are able to impact each o f the previously mentioned
information processing stages; stimulus identification, response selection, and response
programming. Generally speaking, processing in the stimulus identification stage can be
made more difficult by making the change in the environment (i.e., stimulus) harder to
recognize (Eriksen & Schultz, 1979). Processing in the response selection stage can be
made more difficult by adding equally possible alternatives or changing the compatibility
o f stimulus to response assignments (Hick, 1952; Hyman, 1953; Guadagnoli, Kohl, &
Dunn, under review). The response programming stage o f processing can be challenged
by increasing the complexity or duration o f the response to be made (Henry & Rogers,
1960; Klapp & Erwin, 1976; Klapp, 1996).
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By changing the clarity or intensity o f a stimulus, the number o f possible alternatives,
and the complexity o f the response, researchers are able to manipulate the stages o f the
serial information processing model. From the perspective o f an additive Actors logic,
changing the mechanisms behind aty one o f these stages ought to impact the reaction time
o f just that stage. However, one problem in analysis is determining where the reaction
tim e has its effect, since the only cognitive variable that can be ascertained is overall
reaction time. Employing the additive Actors method, the processes in one stage are
judged to be separate from those in another stage when the additional time for processing
is additive. For example, an i^pothetical researcher manipulated the stimulus
identification stage by decreasing the clarity o f an auditory stimulus, which increased a
subject’s overall reaction time by SOms. When the researcher manipulated the response
programming stage by increasing the complexity o f the response, the subject’s overall
reaction time increased by 100 ms. These two stages are additive if the subject’s overall
reaction time increased by ISO ms when the researcher manipulated the stimulus
identification and response programming stages concurrently. Thus, simple and choice
reaction tasks have been used to investigate stage additivity and interaction in determining
the distinctness o f processes in the information processing model (Sternberg, 1969;
Duncan, 1978; Sanders, 1980,1990; M iller, 1982; Hommel, 1993; Nandrino & Massioui,
1995).
The Study
The goal o f the present study is not to establish or validate the distinctness o f various
information processing stages, since the serial nature o f information processing is not
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questioned. Rather, the additivity or interaction between stages can be employed in an
investigation o f how stressing the cognitive system affects human performance. By
stressing the informational demands o f the cognitive tystem, insight may be gained as to a
potential attentional filter o r capacity lim it o f the system. Thus, a complete understanding
o f the information processing model, the chronometric method, additive Actors logic, and
factors affecting reaction time was needed to proceed.
First, the above discussion on how each o f the three general stages o f information
processing can be impacted needs to be broadened. W ithin this discussion it w ill become
clear how information is processed through the cognitive system. This may also help
clarify how reaction time can be affected in more specific terms.
Stimulus Identification
Stimulus identification is usually defined as the detection and identification o f an
environmental change, (i.e., a stimulus). The stimulus must be processed from an external
signal into a neurological, internal signal fo r the brain. Yet, the brain must still be aroused
to the point where it contacts memory and recognizes the stimulus. In order to recognize
the stimulus, the performer must make an appropriate association between the stimulus
and something meaningful. The variables that affect how quickly a stimulus is identified
deal with this capacity o f the brain to extract some recognizable, meaningful feature or
pattern fiom the stimulus. A number o f processes are involved in the discrimination,
recognition, and identification o f a stimulus. More importantly, various stimulus
parameters have been manipulated to study the role o f stimulus identification in processing
information (Eriksen & Schultz, 1979). The key set o f variables in discriminating a
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stimulus often deal with the figure-ground contrast, where the researcher can manipulate
the noise and distraction elements surrounding a target stimulus, or manipulate the
stimulus itself. The two most commonly manipulated o f these variables are stimulus
intensity and clarity. According to a serial model o f information processing, once the
target stimulus has been identified, the stimulus can be passed on to the response selection
stage
Response Selection
In the response selection stage o f processing the performer decides on an appropriate
response. This decision is presumably based on the information provided in the stimulus
identification stage. Historically, the variables o f greatest interest to the response selection
stage are the number o f S-R alternatives and S-R compatibility. Practice effects may
impact both o f these variables, but w ill not be discussed here. Factors such as the
probability and the sequential dependencies o f certain S-R alternatives have also been
studied (Hyman, 1953). The compatibility between a stimulus and a response has been
investigated, indicating that a response is faster when a S-R arrangement is more
compatible (Stroop, 1935; Leonard, 1959; Craft & Simon, 1970). An example o f a very
compatible arrangement is that used by Leonard, in which a stimulus was directly linked to
a response by an electrical stimulation. Not surprisingly, these compatibility effects
appear to be isolated to the pre-motor component o f reaction time (Guadagnoli, Lander,
Reeve, & Domier, 1992).
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Hick-Hynan Uw
The variable o f greatest interest to this project is the effect ofthe number o f S-R
alternatives on reaction time. It has been shown in choice reaction time tasks that reaction
time increases linearly as the number o f equally likely alternatives increases (Merkel,
1885/1938; Hick, 1952; Hyman, 1953). This has been termed Hick’s law by most, but has
been referred to as the Hick-Hyman law in this paper, since Hyman’s woric was
instrumental in clarifying Hick’s initial work. This linear relationship between the amount
o f information to be dealt with and reaction time has been demonstrated in a variety o f
paradigms and S-R experiments (Schmidt, 1988). Figure I . l in Chapter 1 demonstrated
the effect o f increasing the number o f S-R alternatives on reaction time.
A choice reaction time task is an experimental paradigm in which a certain number o f
stimuli are assigned to a number o f responses. For example, the stimuli could be lights
with spatially compatible response keys to be pressed. Research has shown that as the
number o f choices to be made doubles, the reaction time increases at a constant rate. In
1952, Hick stated that “feirly strong evidence has been obtained that the amount o f
information extracted is proportional to the time taken to extract it, on average.” In 1953,
Hyman claimed that “ reaction time is a monotonically increasing function o f the amount o f
information in the stimulus series.” The research Hick performed dealt exclusively with
the manipulation o f the number o f equally likely alternatives in a stimulus set. As the
number o f S-R alternatives increased, the time to process that information increased as
well. Hyman manipulated three different factors involving S-R alternatives. He looked at
the number o f equally likely S-R alternatives, the probability o f a stimulus, and the
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sequential dependencies o f stimuli. In all cases, choice reaction time increased by a neariy
constant amount every tim e the S-R alternatives doubled.
The implication is that more alternatives require greater processing because o f the
need to choose between an increasing number o f possible stimuli. Thus, the number o f SR alternatives appean to directfy influence the response selection stage o f the traditional
information processing model. The formula for the line representing this relationship can
be expressed as Choice R T = o + b[Log/N )]^ where a is the y-intercept, b is the slope,
and iYis the number o f S-R alternatives (Schmidt, 1988). For example, when there is only
one S-R alternative, no choice is necessary and reaction time is Ast. When two S-R
alternatives are present, one choice, or bit o f information, needs to be processed and
reaction time increases by approximately ISO ms. When four S-R alternatives are present,
two bits o f information need to be processed (1, side and 2, finger) and reaction time
increases again by ISO ms. The presumption is that the increased reaction time is related
to changes in the way the information is processed in the response selection stage.
Another possible implication o f Hick’s and Hyman’s work is that there may be a constant
speed for processing one b it o f information, to a certain point.
The y-intercept o f this line is believed to be indicative o f the overall speed o f the
cognitive system, exclusive o f aity time required to choose which response to make
(Schmidt, 1988). An example o f this would be any situation in which there is only one
alternative from which to choose. In this case, there would be no uncertainty in the
decision-making process, and the response sdection stage o f information processing
would be excluded. The slope o f the Hck-Hyman line is believed to denote the additional
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processing time fo r each choice to be made in the response selection stage. Yet. S-R
compatibility and practice have also been shown to affect the slope o f this line (Leonard.
1959; Mowbray & Rhoades, 1959). The slope o f this line can be seen to depend on the
compatibility ofthe S-R alternatives, the relationship between the stimulus and the
response, and the performer’s amount o f practice. Thus, the Hick-Hyman law can serve
as a measure for two different underlying processes o f human performance; overall speed
o f information processing exclusive o f response selection and the speed o f the response
selection stage itself.
Using the slope and the y-intercept o f the Hick-Hyman law can offer valuable insight
into the mechanics o f the information processing model. It should be noted that the
formula drived from the Hick-Hyman law was not intended to account for stimulus
identification or response programming. However, the formula does allow for these
factors w ith the “ a” variable; y-intercept. According to an additive factors logic and
previous research, changing the level o f processing at the stimulus identification and
response programming stages w ill impact only the y-intercept o f this line. Again,
complicating the processing at any stage o f the information processing model can be
understood as the adding o f information. So, as processing is complicated by
manipulating either o f these two stage only the y-intercept o f the line ought to increase.
Since it has been hypothesized that the slope o f the Hick-Hyman law is indicative o f the
response selection stage o f processing, the prediction is that the slope should remain
unchanged. Unfortunately, the only manipulations that have been performed on these two
stages have been at the y-axis, and not across different numbers o f S-R alternatives. In
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other vrards, the stimulus klendfication and response prognunming st^es have been
manipulated in simple reaction time tasks, but not across simple and choice reaction tasks.
Obviousfy. the complication o f both the stimulus identification and response programming
stages, and the affect o f this increased informational load on the dynamic formed by the
Hick-Hyman law, is o f great interest.
Response Programming
In the response programming stage, the commands to the muscles are organized and
initiated. The most prevalent variable to be manipulated in this stage is that o f the
complexity ofthe response. For example, a simple response could consist o f one key
press, whereas a complicated response would involved four key presses involving both
hands in the response. The duration o f the response has also been addressed, but w ill not
be discussed here (Klapp & Erwin, 1976; Klapp, 1996). Evidence indicates that as the
complexity o f the response to be made increases, reaction time increases (Henry &
Rogers, 1960; Henry, 1980; Klapp, 1980). Different reasons have been postulated for this
effect, such as the time o f preparation or access or transmission o f motor commands.
What is important to note from this discussion is that as the complexity o f the response to
be nmade increases, processing is slowed and responses are slower.

The Problem
Each ofthe above manipulations and their refoenced studies have demonstrated
effects on the three stages o f information processing. Challenges to each individual stage
have been shown to increase overall reaction time. By employing the additive Actors
method, some researchers have claimed that these stages are discrete and distinct
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(Sternberg, 1969; Sanders, 1980,1990). Other researchers indicate that there are
interactions between stages which indicate a parallel o r parallel distributive processing o f
information. I f information is trufy processed in a seriaify Ashion, the combined effect o f
each challenge to another stage or process should be additive. When all three stages are
challenged simultaiieously they should Actor addhively. I f these challenges to the
mechanisms o f each stage are found not to be additive, then the implications could be that
the stages do not process in series, the processes w ithin a stage are performed in parallel
or the informational load causes an exceeding o f the system capacity.
Hick’s and Hyman’s studies manipulated Actors involving just the response selection
stage o f information processing. As the above discussion suggests, more Actors are
involved in the processing o f information than the response selection stage. Research has
shown that simple reaction time changes as stimulus discriminability is manipulated. For
example, as the target stimulus becomes harder to identify from distractors or noise
elements, the time to process that information increases (Eriksen & Schultz, 1979). When
it is harder to distinguish the target stimulus from the background noise or distractors,
processing o f that information is slowed. I f plotted on the Hick-Hyman graph, a series o f
points would step up the y-axis as each stimulus becomes more difficu lt to identify and
process (Figure 1.2).
Research has also shown that mean simple reaction time and pre-motor time increase
as the number o f movement parts increases (Henry & Rogers, 1960; Fischman, 1984).
This supports the idea o f increased response programming time for more complex
responses. By increasing the number or complexity o f bits o f information that a performer
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must deal with when preparing a response, researchers have been able to manipulate the
processing time at the response programming stage. The two common strategies used to
impact the response programming stage are the duration or the complexity o f the response
to be performed. I f plotted on the same graph as the line described by the Hick-Hyman
law, there would be a series o f points along the y-axis, each one greater than the previous.
The greater the point on the y-axis, the greater the reaction time (Figure 1.3).
Purpose
The number o f S-R alternatives, the complexity o f the response to be made, and the
discriminability o f the presented stimulus are all factors which affect human performance
and information processing. These three Actors have been investigated previously and
have certain implications for how we process information. The implication o f greatest
interest is the linear relationship between bits o f information and reaction time, which
implies that each bit o f information is processed at a constant rate. The inference can be
made that each additional bit o f information that the cognitive system must deal with in
responding to a stimulus adds to the overall reaction time in a linear, systematic manner.
So, if an additional bit o f information is added to the system’s processing, it should
increase the overall processing time linearly.
As the first three figures indicate, studies have only looked at the effect o f
manipulating the amount o f information at one stage o f processing at a time. The HickHyman law allows for the creation o f a p o s itiv ^ sloped line, fitting reaction time to
number o f choices. Making a response more complicated or the identification o f a
stimulus more complex also has the effect o f increasing reaction time in a systematic
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fiuhkm . Yet, the question ofw fw t happens when two or three different stages o f
processing are simultaneously stressed with increased informational demands has not been
answered. Therefore, the purpose o f this study is to investigate human information
processing and the implications o f challenging that processing by using the Hick-Hyman
law as a baseline o f analysis.

Hypotlicaw
The next section o f this chapter poses a number o f questions. By employing an
additive Actors logic and evidence from previous research, predictions can be made as to
the effect o f an informational load on each stage. For each one o f these predictions, dual
hypotheses can be formuAted. The null hypothesis in each case states that there w ill be no
difference between the results and those predicted by the additive factors logic. The
alternate hypotheses state that the predicted results w ill not be found and some other
underlying principle or principles are Auctioning in the processing o f information.
Predictions
The principle question o f interest is whether the Hick-Hyman law (Hick, 1952;
Hyman, 1953; Fitts & Posner, 1967; Schmidt, 1988) can be replicated. In other words, is
there a linear relationship between the number o f possible S-R alternatives and reaction
time? To b%in with, the line is formed by plotting reaction time scores on three different
tasks; simple, one-choice, and two-choice reaction tasks. The prediction is that each
additional bit o f information that needs to be processed w ill add to the processing time in
the reqionse selection stage o f the information processing model. Refer to Figure 1.1 for
the baseline plot o f reaction time versus number o f choices in the response selection stage.
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Each choice required in response selection can be seen as an additional bit o f information
to be processed. The y-intercept o f this line signifies the basepcint for a simple reaction
time, with no complexity at any stage. The slope has been hypothesized to indicate the
additional processing time for each level o f complexity added to the response selection
stage (Schmidt, 1988).
The second major question is, does challenging the stimulus identification stage affect
the y-intercept and/or the slope ofthe baseline? The prediction is that any complication in
the identification o f a stimulus w ill result in slower overall processing times. For example,
the clarity and intensity o f the stimulus could be increased or decreased. The added
complexity o f stimulus identification should increase the reaction time at each stage o f the
Hick-Hyman line. See Figure 2.1 for this predicted effect. The complexity created by

changing the discriminability ofthe stimulus must be understood as a change in the
uncertainty o f the stimulus. When there is less uncertainty, less information is transmitted.
When there is greater uncertainty about a stimulus, more information is transmitted and
must be dealt with. Thus, any complexity to stimulus identification can be seen as an
additional amount o f information that must be processed through the system. Whether
this complexity o f stimulus identification constitutes a bit is unclear, but processing should
be slowed.
According to the additive fiictors logic, when the stimulus identification stage is
challenged, reaction time ought to increase at the same rate across all levels o f complexity
in response selection. The difference should only be in the initial simple reaction task, the
y-intercept. In the baseline condition, a performer’s reaction time should be very quick.
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«nce there would be no difficulty in discerning the stimulus. However, in t complex
stimulus identification condition, the reaction time should be slower because ofthe
difficulty in idemifying the stimulus. There should be no difference in the increase in
reaction time between the levds o f response sdection, because the int% hty o f the
stimulus is the same across each condition. Only the number o f stimulus-response
alternatives is changing, and reaction time should increase at a constant amount as each
additional choice is added. In other words, the prediction is that by challenging the
stimulus identification stage, the slope o f the Hick-Hyman line should remain unchanged,
with the y-intercept increasing. Figure 2.1 demonstrated how the predicted line o f
complex stimulus identification would appear compared to the line postulated by Hick and
Hyman.
The third question asks, does challenging the response programming stage affect the yintercept and slope o f the baseline? The prediction is the same here as in the last question.
Any increase in complexity o f the response programming stage ought to lengthen reaction
time. Again, the increase in reaction time ought to be consistent across differem levels o f
response selection. The processing o f additional commands, causing a complexity in
response programming, should add to the overall reaction time. Whether it deals with the
preparation o f those plans, accessing those plans from memory, or the transmission o f the
plans to the motor units, is undetermined (Henry, 1980; Klapp, 1980). Figure 2.2
indicates the predicted line formed with a complicated response programming task, as
compared to the Hick-Hyman line.
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The answers to the first three questions predict lines o f fit to be formed when two o f
the three stages o f information processing are challenged simultaneously. The next two
questions ask what the difierence is between these lines. Do stimulus identification and
reaction time increase consistently across response selection? In other words, is there an
interaction between stimulus identification and response selection? Based on the above
discussion, the prediction is that since response sdection and stimulus identification are
distinct stages o f processing, there should be no interaction between them. The yintercept o f the Hick-Hyman line should increase, but the slope should remain unchanged.
Refer to Figure 2.3 for this predicted effect. The time to process information for a simple
reaction task should increase because o f the increase in stimulus complexity. In addition,
the time to process information in choice reaction tasks should increase due to the increase
in stimulus complexity. Yet, there should be no change in the slope o f the line, since the
additional processing time for each level o f complexity added to the response selection
stage remains constant in each case. Two parallel lines would be formed; one representing
the basdine condition with a simple stimulus identification task and the other representing
a complicated stimulus identification task.
The next question asks, do response programming and reaction time increase
consistently across response selection? In other words, is there an interaction between
response programming and response sdection? Again, this is essentially the same question
as the previous one, with similar implications Presumably, response selection and
response programming are discrete stages whose informational demands afikct the
processing system differently and additively. The impact o f a complicated response
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prograniiiiing task should aflfect the y-interoqit o f the line and leave the slope unchanged.
Refer to Figure 2.4, on the previous page, fo r this predicted effect.
The issue still remains o f what would be predicted if all three stages o f the information
processing model are challenged simultaneously. So the final question asks, what would
be the impact on the cognitive ^ e m o f challenging stimulus identification, response
selection, and response programming simultaneously? In other words, how does the
complexity o f stimulus identification and response programming affect the Hick-Hyman
law? Is there still a linear increase in reaction time when informational demands are placed
on a ll three stages o f the information processing model? In each o f the first three
questions, a line was formed to predict the challenging o f each stage o f information
processing. See Figure 2.5 for these predicted lines on the same chart. First, as with
H ick’s and Hyman’s work, response selection was challenged while stimulus identification
and response programming were held at a constant, simple level; Hick-Hyman baseline.
Next, response selection and stimulus identification were challenged to investigate the
impact o f stimulus identification on the Hick-Hyman law; complex stimulus. Then
response selection and response programming were challenged to investigate the impact o f
response programming on the Ifick-Hyman law; complex response. The final question
postulates a line which includes the challenging o f all three general stages o f the
information processing model; complex SI & RP. What would happen when increased
informational demands are placed on all three stages simultaneously? See Figure 2.6 for a
prediction o f what this line may look like, from a wholly additive factors logic. The
resultant y-intercept and slope o f the line w ill enable Anther insight into human
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perfbrnumce in information processing.
The predictions from an additive Actors logic are as clear as before, yet this
experiment has not been performed, so other mechanisms may be involved. Two classes
o f these mechanisms and possible results were discussed earlier, as to what might happen
additive ef&cts were not found. First, if there is an under-additive interaction and
reaction times are Aster than one would expect, the involved processes may overlap fai
this case; multiple processes may handle information simultaneously, in a parallel manner.
This under-additive interaction would imply that either processing shifts from parallel to
serial or vice versus. I f there is an over-additive interaction and reaction times are slower
than one would expect, then information may still be processed in a serial manner but an
information capacity may have been reached (McCleod, 1977). The im plication may be
that information processing system can only deal with a set amount o f information, after
which processing slows drastically There may be a finite lim it to the amount o f
information that the cognitive system can process in a specific time.
The help distinguish between these two possibilities, the degree o f relationship
between the three stages o f information processing needs to be determined. In other
words, how do the slopes and y-intercepts o f the four predicted lines compare? Each o f
these comparisons have a separate interpretation depending on whether an interaction or
an additive effect is found between lines. The immediate supposition is that if the lines are
found to be additive O e., lines parallel), the processes o f each stage are independent o f the
other stages. This is what is predicted by the additive Actors method. As each level o f
complexity is added to one o f the three stages, the line formed should have an increased y-
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intercept, yet the slope o f the line should remain constant. However, if the lines are found
to interact O e , lines not parallel), there may be some kind o f overlap in the processes o f
the particular stages involved. An interaction between processes may be evidence for a
filte r in the information processing system, or a finite information capacity.
As Figure 2.7 indicates, this last line may have a number o f possible y-intercepts and
or slopes. As predicted by the additive Actors logic, the final line could be an addition o f
the baseline and any complexity added in the stimulus identification and response
programming stages. As drawn, this line would be parallel to the previous lines, and
simply be an additive function o f the other lines; ADDITIVE. This would im ply a strictly
serial nature o f information processing between the three stages. However, there may be
some interactive effects between the three stages o f processing, which would create a
difiTerent line. In this case the line may have a much greater slope, or have a lesser slope,
as more information has to be processed at each stage. In one example o f this interaction,
there may be too much information for the performer to process, causing a system
overload and a drastic slowing o f information processing; OVERLOAD. This would
imply a finite capacity lim it, after which no more information can be handled. This
interaction was previously referred to as an over-additive effect. On the other hand, there
may be a leveling effect in the processing speed o f a response. The performer may reach a
point after which no amount o f additional information w ill impact reaction time, causing
the line to plateau at a certain levd; PLATEAU. The implication here is that informational
resources are increased to deal with the added informational demands. This plateau effect
has been demonstrated in numerous S-R experiments, where reaction time fiattens out
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afteracertam m im berofaheniativesarepresented^ow btayft Rhoades, 1959). This
interaction was one o ftw o possible under-addhiveeflfects discussed eartier. h this case,
the implication is that more resources are allocated to processing to deal with the
increased informational load.
Whereas reaction time predictions have an established theoretical basis, predictions for
movement times have little empirical precedent. Few studies, if any, have investigated the
effect o f stimulus and response complexity on the duration o f movement sequences.
Theoretically, it could be argued that movement times either w ill or w ill not change as
informational demands are increased. Intuitively, it would not be surprising to find that
the times for movement sequences change as the number o f choices increases, the
response becomes more complicated, or the stimulus degrades. Attention may be shifted
to the more demanding tasks o f identification and selection, resulting in longer movement
times. In this case, the movement may need to be controlled in a different manner than a
motor program. The performer may not be able to allocate the attentional resources to
the response programming stage necessary fo r preprogramming a response. Instead the
performer nuy need to resort to on-line programming o f movement sequence.
The alternative is that the movement times could be unaffected, since identical
movements ought to be controlled by the same mechanism. The logic for this alternative
relies on the notion that simple movement sequences can be controlled by a motor
program. Since a motor program is a prestructured set o f commands that once initiated
runs o ff without the intervention o f feedback, there should be no difference in movement
times. As soon as a movement sequence is programmed in the response programming
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stage, the motor program should be initiated.

Conduaon
The present study was designed to investigate the above questions and predictions
fix>m the perspective o f the Hick-Hyman law. The answers to these questions should be
strong indicators o f how human information processing and performance are affected by
informational demands on the cognitive system.
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CHAPTERS

METHODS

Eartiflpaitt8
Sixteen college-aged students volunteered to participate in the present study. A ll
participants were naive o f the theoretical implications o f the study. Prior to participation,
each participant read a brief description o f the study, then read and signed an informed
consent.
Design
The design o f the study was a 3 (Response Selection) x 2 (Stimulus Identification) x 2
(Response Programming) within-subjects design. See Figure 3.1 for a depiction o f the
design. Response Selection had three levels: simple (simple reaction), moderate (onechoice reaction), and complex (two-choice reaction). Stimulus Identification had two
levels: simple (bright change) and complex (moderate change). Response Programming
had two levels: simple (one-key press) and complex (multiple-key press). The
independent variables were the three factors, which represent each stage o f the
information processing model. The levels o f each factor (simple, moderate, or complex)
were second order independent variables. The dependent variables were reaction time,
movement time, and errors.

49
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DESIGN
3 (Response Selection) x 2 (Stimulus
Identification) x 2 (Response Programming)
within-subjects
Response Selection
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Figure 3.1 - Design
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Appmtu»
AU tasks in this study were performed on a standard microcomputer (Gateway 2000
486/33C). A standard monitor presented the stim uli Responses were made with a
standard k^board. The active keys were ‘F,’ ‘ D ,’ ‘S,’ ‘J,’ ‘K,’ and L ,' with ‘F’ and ‘J’
being the two responses common to aU six tasks. Foreperiods, the appropriate key
response, the actual key pressed, reaction times fo r the initial key press, movement times
fo r the complex responses, and errors were recorded by the computer fo r each trial. The
screen presented the stimulus lights at three different degrees o f brightness; dim initial,
moderate, and bright. The initial presentation light was not as bright as either the
moderate or bright lights. The monitor was approximately 50cm directly in front o f the
participant. The light/s appeared in the top half o f the screen. Each light had a diameter
o f approximately 2cm. When one initial light was presented it appeared either on the left
or right side, 2 '/z cm from the center o f the screen. When two initial lights were presented
th ^ were approximately 5cm horizontally apart, centered on either side o f the screen.
When four initial lights were presented there were two lights on the left and two lights on
the right o f the screen, each approximately 4cm apart from each other. The two middle
lights were approximately 5cm apart. The position o f the lights was assigned to maintain
direct placement over the response locations. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the placement o f
stimulus lights and response k ^s .

Erocfidurc
Upon entering the laboratory, each participant read a general experiment description
and signed an informed consent. Each participant performed six tasks over two
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Levels of Response Selection
Simple
Moderate
Complex

0-choice reaction task - Simple

1-choice reaction task - Moderate

2-choice reaction task —Complex
Figure 3.2 - Levels o f Response Selection. (Possible stimuli, shaded circles)
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consecutive days, w ith three tasks each day. Prior to each task, the participants read an
experiment description specific to that task (See Appendix O). The order o f the tasks was
counterbalanced across participants. Each task consisted o f 108 trials; 18 practice
fi}llowed by 90 test trials. The practice trials were representative o f all the possible
combinations o f stimulus-response arrangements and allowed the participants to be
Am iliar with the protocol prior to the actual testing. Data from the practice trials were
not used in the analysis.
Response Selection had three levels; simple (simple reaction), moderate (one-choice
reaction), and complex (two-choice reaction). See Figure 3.3 for a graphic depiction o f
how all three levels appeared. In all three levels, the order o f events was as follows; initial
display, precue, and actual stimulus (change in one precued light). A t the simple level,
participants responded to a change in one stimulus light, in a simple reaction task. One
stimulus light was spatially pre-cued to the side o f the response by the initial presentation
light. This was done to counterbalance any possible effects o f spatial side-of-response
dominance. The simple level can be understood as the point where the participants did not
need to select a response, since only one stimulus-response alternative was available. At
the moderate level, participants responded to the change in one o f two presented lights, in
a one-choice reaction task. A t this level, the two central lights were precued. The
participant needed to make one choice, between the left or right stimulus-response
alternative. At the complex level, participants responded to the change in one o f four
presented lights, in a two-choice reaction task. Theoretically, the participant needed to
make two choices. The first choice was which side the response was to be made on, and
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Levels of Stimulus Identification
Simple
Complex

Dim Initial Stimulus

Bright Change —Simple

Moderate Change —Complex
Figure 3.3 - Levels of Stimulus Identification
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the second was which finger on that side A t the complex level, all four lights were
precued as possible stimulus altematives.
Stimulus Identification had two levels: simple (bright change) and complex (moderate
change). See Figure 3.4 for a graphic depiction o f how the two levels o f stimulus
identification appeared. At the simple level, participants responded to a bright change in
the initially presented stimulus light. At the complex level, participants responded to a
moderate change in the presented stimulus light. The orders o f brightness were dependent
on the Stimulus Identification manipulation within each task. Pilot tests showed a
significant difference in reaction times, indicating a greater challenge to the stimulus
identification stage at the complex (moderate change) level.
Response Programming had two levels: simple (one-key press) and complex (multiplepress). See Figure 3.5 for a graphic depiction o f how the two levels o f response
programming occurred. At the simple level, participants made a simple motor response by
pressing the appropriate response key, which was always spatially compatible with the
change in stimulus light. At the complex level, participants made a complex motor
response by first pressing the correct response key with a finger from one hand, followed
by a three-key sequence on the opposite hand. Pilot tests demonstrated a significant
difference in reaction times, indicating a greater challenge to the response programming
stage for the complex, m ultiple-k^ press response.
A ll six tasks had both levels o f the Stimulus Identification fiictor. Tasks la and lb
consisted o f simple reaction tasks (level one o f Response Selection), with la having a
simple motor response (level one o f Response Programming) and lb having a complex
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Levels of Response Programming
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Figure 3.4 - Levels of Response Programming
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m otor response (level two o f Response Programming). Tasks 2a and 2b consisted o f onechoice reaction tasks (level two o f Response Selection), with 2a having a simple motor
response (level one o f Response Programming) and 2b having a complex motor response
(level two o f Response Programming). Tasks 3a and 3b consisted o f two-choice tasks
(level three o f Response Selection), w ith 3a having a simple motor response (level one o f
Response Programming) and 3b having a complex motor response (level two o f Response
Programming).
For all tasks, each trial began with a blank screen. The screen remained blank for
500ms. A t the end o f 500ms, a beep signaled the participant that a stimulus was about to
appear. 500ms after the beep sounded, the initial stimulus presentation appeared on the
screen. In Tasks la and lb , immediately after the beep, the initial stimulus presentation
consisted o f a dim initial light on either the left or the right side o f the screen. The
location o f the dim light served as a precue for the participant, indicating which response
was to be made. In Tasks 2a and 2b, two dim initial lights appeared, one on either side o f
the screen, above the index finger response keys. In Tasks 3a and 3b. four dim initial
lights appeared, two on either side o f the screen, above the index and middle finger
response keys.
For each task, there was a variable foreperiod from when the dim initial light came on
until the light changed in intensity (more pixels lit up). The variable foreperiods were 450,
600, 750, and 1000 ms. Randomly distributed within each task were the two levels o f
Stimulus Identification. The dim, initial stimulus light had a bright change in intensity
(simple) or a nroderate change in intensity (complex). There were an equal number o f
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trials with each level o f Stimulus Identification within each task. Approximately one in
every nine trials was a catch trial, where the light intensity did not change. In the catch
trials, participants were not expected to press any k ^ immediately. The participants were
instructed to wait at least 2000 ms from the initial stimulus presentation before pressing a
response key (space bar) to clear the screen. The catch trials were inserted to counteract
the precuing infom ution provided in Tasks la and lb. It was hoped that the additional
uncertainty caused by catch trials would decrease the possibility o f anticipation and
preprogramming which may have been possible with precuing. The catch trials were
continued in all six tasks to keep all the variables consistent.
A correct response was registered when the spatially corresponding key was pressed
first after the change in light intensity was noticed, (e.g., bright change on the left,
response on the left). An incorrect response was noted when the key pressed first did not
correspond spatially to the stimulus light that changed, (e.g., moderate change on the
right, response on the left). The recorded time was from when the light changed in
intensity until the participant first pressed a key. A priori parameters were established to
ensure that responses involving anticipation or lack o f concentration were not included in
the data. Thus, any reaction time more than two standard deviations from the mean o f
that task level was removed from the data, but not considered an error.
In both levels o f Tasks 1 and 2, participants first pressed either the F' or

keys,

depending upon which side o f the screen the stimulus change occurred. However, in both
levels o f Task 3, participants first pressed one o f four keys depending upon which o f the
four initial stimulus lights changed. As Figure 3.2 indicated, assignment o f stim uli to
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responses was as follows: left-outside light to left middle finger on the ‘D’ key. left-middle
light to left index finger on the T '

right-middle light to right index finger on the J'

k ^ and right-outside light to right middle finger on the *K’ k ^ .
A ll the “ a” tasks (la , 2a, & 3a) required the participants to make a simple, one-key
response. A ll the “ b” tasks (lb , 2b, 6 3b) required the participants to make a complex,
m ultiple-k^ response. In these tasks, the participants pressed a key on one side (‘F’ or
‘J’) o f the keyboard, followed by three keys on the opposite side (‘L ’-‘J’-‘K ’ or ‘S’-‘F’"D ), (e.g., when the light changed on the left side o f the screen, the participant struck the
‘F’ key, followed by L ,' ‘J’, and ‘K ’). In all the “ b” tasks, a correct response required the
spatially corresponding first key, one/the appropriate multiple-key sequence. The
movement time, from the initial key press until the final k ^ press, was also recorded.
Since all the “b” tasks required the participant to make a three-key sequence on the
opposite side o f the initial response, participants had to rest all six responding fingers on
their respective keys. To avoid confounding results, participants were required to rest
their fingers on all six k ^ s in the “ a” tasks as well, regardless o f whether a response was
needed from all six k ^ . The appropriate m uhiple-k^ sequence always consisted o f the
ring, index, and middle finger sequence This was done to avoid confusion, allow the
participant to be fam iliar with the task, and to be consistent with previous literature
(Rosenbaum, Inhoff, & Gordon, 1984).
Analysis
Reaction time and error scores were analyzed using a 3 (Response Selection) x 2
(Stimulus Identification) x 2 (Response Programming) ANOVA with repeated-measures
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on all three factors. Movement time was analyzed using a 3 (Response Selection) x 2
(Stimulus Identification) ANOVA w ith repeated-measures on both factors. Data was
interpreted in r%ard to the interaction and main effects o f each level o f manipulation o f
the three stages o f the information processing model. The results were interpreted from
an additive factors perspective (Sternberg, 1969).
Reaction time and error data was gathered for all six tasks for each participant.
Movement times were gathered fo r the three tasks that required complex movements after
the initial response. The first 18 trials, practice trials, were discarded. They were
discarded based on an a priori decision that these trials were only to be used to familiarize
the participants with the procedures. A ll data from the catch trials were also removed.
Errors were recorded and those trials were removed from the reaction time and movement
time analysis data. Reaction time data was broken into twelve separate categories for
each level o f complexity o f all three stages o f information processing. This created twelve
categories for each participant. A priori standards were established to remove data not
representative o f that participant. Reaction times faster than 100ms and slower than
2000ms were immediately removed from the database. Presumably, times Aster than
100ms indicated anticipation on the part o f the participants, whereas times slower than
2000ms indicated that participants were not concentrating on the task. Any reaction time
or movement time data that foil two standard deviations or more from the mean were
removed, but not counted as errors. Most o f these outliers were found two standard
deviations or more above the mean. In the case o f movement times that fell outside o f the
standard deviations, the participants may have been sacrificing speed o f movement for
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speed o f in itia l response. In other words, they could have taken their time in making the
complex movement to ensure a fast initial response.
Errors were recorded as any incorrect response, either in the initial k ^ or in the
required movement sequence.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

Reaction time and error scores were analyzed using a 3 (Response Selection) x 2
(Stimulus Identification) x 2 (Response Programming) ANOVA with repeated-measures
on all three Actors. Movement time was analyzed using a 3 (Response Selection) x 2
(Stimulus Identification) ANOVA w ith repeated-measures on both Actors. Data was
interpreted in regard to the main effects and interaction for each factor (i.e., the three
stages o f the information processing model). The results were interpreted from an
additive Actors perspective (Sternberg, 1969). Evidence o f main effects and interactions
was important for an understanding o f the factors involved. However, the lack o f
interaction between Actors was equally important, since the additive factors logic
predicted no interaction between any o f the factors.

Rcafition Time
An analysis o f reaction time means revealed significant main effects for each Actor.
The main effect for Stimulus Identification yielded E(l,15) = 87.64, p<.OOOI, with means
being 410.2 ms for the bright change and 442.S ms for the moderate change. The main
effect for Response Programming yidded £(1,15) = 126.94, p<.OOOI, with means being
347.6 ms for the simple response and 505.1 ms for the complex change. The main effect
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fo r Response Selection yielded £(2,30) - 104.11, gc.OOOl, with means being 332.6 ms
fo r the simple reaction, 396.7 ms fo r the one-choice reaction, and 549 8 ms for the twochoice reaction. Further analysis revealed that each o f the three levels o f Response
Selection was different from the other two. As in the Hick-Hyman law, reaction time
increased significantly when the number o f S-R altematives increased. Figure 4.1
demonstrates the replication o f the Hick-Hyman effect in the present study.
Notably, there was only one significant interaction when two o f the three Actors were
compared. Figure 4.2 plots the mean reaction time data and reveals the interaction and
lack o f interactions between the three Actors. There was no interaction between Stimulus
Identification and Response Programming, £ (I,I5 ) = .95, ip.34. The implication here is
that there is an additive effect fo r stimulus identification. Likewise, no interaction was
evident between Stimulus Identification and Response Selection, £(2, 30) = 1 1 , p>.89.
The lack o f interaction between these two Actors indicates that there is an additive effect
fo r these two factors. Yet there was a significant interaction between Response
Programming and Response Selection, £(2, 30) = 9.68, p<.0006. This interaction
indicates that there was not a consistent change in reaction time across different levels o f
response selection and response programming. As Figure 4.2 demonstrates, there was a
marked increase in reaction time at the complex level o f response programming and
response selection, (i.e., an over-additive effect). The implication is that something is
drastically slowing the processing o f the additional information required in these tasks.
Finally, there was no three-way interaction, £(2, 30) = 1.41, j^ .2 6 . Table 4.1 reveals
the means and standard deviations fo r the twelve reaction time categories.
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Figure 4.1 - Hick-Hyman Replication
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Results-All RT data
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Levels of PM stages

Mean RT (msec) Starxlard DewaUon

S I-R S -R P
Simple - Simple - Simple

261.56

46.36

Simple - Moderate - Simple

303.19

48.56

Simple - Complex- Simple

425.19

87.19

Simple - Simple - Complex

370.31

71.58

Simple - Moderate - Complex

455.63

91.96

Simple - Complex - Complex

645.19

139.68

Complex - Simple - Simple

303.56

39.37

Complex- Moderate - Simple

342.63

59.22

Complex - Complex - Simple

449.25

69.53

Complex - Simple - Complex

394.63

53.07

Complex - Moderate - Complex

485.25

117.89

Complex - Complex - Complex

679.88

115.62

Table 4.1 • Mean reaction times and standard deviations
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Movement Time
There was a main efTect for stimulus identification, £(1, IS) = 13.70, g<0.0021, w ith
movement time means being 619.5 ms for the bright change and 642.9 ms for the
moderate change. There was a main eflTect fo r response selection, £(2, 30) = 6.63,
p<0.0041, with movement time means being 597.6 ms fo r the simple reaction, 605.8 ms
fo r the one-choice reaction, and 690.4 ms fisr the two-choice reaction. As Figure 4.3
demonstrates, the trend o f the data indicates a difference between the 2-choice reaction
task and the other reaction tadcs. It appears as though there was no difference between
the simple and one-choice reaction tasks. There was no interaction between response
selection and stimulus identification, £(2, 30) = 1.45, p>0.2495. Figure 4.3 shows this
lack o f interaction and the main effect across response selection. Table 4.2 demonstrates
the means and standard deviations fo r the six movement time categories.
Error
The error data revealed significant detriments in accuracy for all o f the movement
sequence tasks, w ith more errors evident when the stimulus presentation was complex.
Many o f the errors evident in the complex responses were found in the execution o f the
movement sequence itself. A t the simple response levels, the more complicated stimulus
presentation led to a greater percentage o f errors. See Figure 4.4 for the graphical
depiction o f these error eflfects. The movement time and error data suggest greater
processing demands in the slower and more error-riddled tasks (i.e., more difficult tasks).
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Levels of PM stages

Mean RT (msec) Standard Delation

S I-R S -R P
Simole - Simple - Complex

580.43

177.92

Simple - Moderate • Complex

599.44

165.88

Simple - Complex-Complex

678.83

178.56

Complex - Simple - Complex

614.74

197.07

Complex- Moderate - Complex

612.08

167.91

Complex- Complex - Complex

702.01

193.08

Table 4.2 - Mean movement times and standard deviations
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Figure 4.4 - Error data
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CHAPTERS

DISCUSSION

The first goal o f this discussion is to review the importance o f investigating
information processing in regard to human performance. Second, a summary overview o f
serial information processing theory and the additive factors logic is provided. Third, the
logic o f employing a Hick-Hyman manipulation in examining informational flow w ill be
reintroduced. Then the present study w ill be reviewed, followed by predictions for what
was expected based on the assumption o f serial processing and the additive factors logic.
The final section reviews the findings o f the present study along w ith possible explanations
for the significant main effects and interactions.

Information PtMcaing
As stated in Chapter I, an understanding o f humans as active processors o f
information allows for further exploration o f the underlying mechanisms o f human
performance. Studying the demands on the cognitive ^stem when performing motor
skills has implications for information processing theory. These demands can be inferred
fiom challenging the information processing ^ e m at various stages o f processing.
Difficulties in mental processing are evidenced by increases in the time it takes to initiate a
movement (Posner, 1978). For example, challenging the response selection stage o f
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processing has been shown to increase reaction time (Hick, 1952; Hyman, 1953).
Serial Information Processing
The implication o f a serial information processing model is that there is a sequence o f
serial stages linking a stimulus to a response. The processes in one stage must be
complete before the information from that stage is passed onto the next stage. A serial
interpretation o f information processing allows researchers to manipulate one stage and
speculate as to the processes in that stage (Sternberg, 1969; Sanders, 1980, 1990).
Researchers can manipulate the three stages o f the information processing model by
changing the clarity or intensity o f a stimulus, the number o f possible S-R alternatives, and
the complexity o f the response. I f information is processed serially, the effect o f
challenging more than one stage is an additive increase in reaction time. I f no additive
effocts are found when more than one stage is challenged, then one possibility is that some
information processing is performed in parallel. This under-additive effect would imply
that either an informational filte r or a resource pooling mechanism can be posited in the
information processing system. Presumably, the location and nature o f this filte r or
mechanism could be inferred from the location o f any under-additive effects. An
alternative account is that the information processing system has a finite capacity for the
amount o f information it can process. In this case, an over-additive effect would imply an
informational bottle-neck resulting in a slowing o f processing.

Hick-Hyman Law
One way o f testing the nature o f information processing is by employing a HickHyman paradigm. In choice reaction time tasks, reaction time increases as the number o f
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S-R alternatives increases. This effect is known as the Hick-Hyman law (Hick, 1952;
Hyman, 1953; Schmidt, 1988). In other words, the amount o f time necessary to make a
decision is linearly related to the amount o f information that must be processed in coming
to that decision. The Hick-Hyman law can be used as one indicator o f how informational
demands affect the human information processing system. In manipulations o f stages o f
information processing, the addition o f information to the cognitive system has been
demonstrated to slow reaction times (Hick, 1952; Hyman, 1953; Henry & Rogers, I960;
Eriksen & Schultz, 1979). However, in each o f these stages, information can be
interpreted as being o f a different nature. The type o f information assumed to be
processed in the stimulus identification stage can be understood as the reduction o f
uncertainty with the presentation o f a stimulus. The information dealt with in the response
programming stage is composed o f the number and complexity o f the components that
constitute the response. Yet, the fact that there is a common effect on reaction time when
each o f these stages are challenged may allow fo r a more universal interpretation o f
information.
As stated in Chapter 1, a line can be formed plotting the relationship between the
number o f S-R alternatives and reaction time. The y-intercept o f this line is believed to be
indicative o f the overall speed o f the cognitive system, exclusive o f any time required to
choose which response to make (Schmidt, 1988). The slope o f the Hick-Hyman line is
believed to denote the additional processing time fo r each choice to be made in the
response selection stage. The slope o f this line is believed to depend on the compatibility
o f the S-R alternatives, the relationship between the stimulus and the response, and the
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performer’s amount o f practice. Thus, the Hick-Hyman law can serve as a measure fo r
two diffisrent underlying mechanisms o f human performance; overall speed o f information
processing exclusive o f response selection and the speed o f the response selection stage
itself. Any interaction between these two mechanisms may offer implications for
information processing.
Thus, the number o f S-R alternatives, the discriminability o f the presented stimulus,
and the complexity o f the response to be made are all factors which affect human
performance and information processing. Because a linear relationship between
information and reaction time has been established with the Hick-Hyman paradigm, it
appears as though information is processed at a constant rate. The implication from the
cited studies and others is that each additional bit o f information that the cognitive system
must deal with in responding to a stimulus adds to the overall reaction time in a linear,
systematic manner. Yet, these studies have looked at the indivichtai manipulation o f
stages, not the cottairrem manipulation o f multiple stages. So, the question o f what
happens when two or three difforent stages o f processing are simultaneously stressed w ith
increased informational demands had not been answered.
The Present Studv
In the present study, each o f the three stages o f the information processing model were
manipulated by increasing that stage’s informational demands. The manipulation o f the
response selection stage replicated the work done by Hick, Hyman, and others. The
stimulus identification stage was manipulated by increasing the uncertainty o f the stimulus.
This manipulation involved creating a “ simple” stimulus which consisted o f a bright
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change in the stimulus display, compared to a “ complex” stimulus which consisted o f just
a moderate change in the stimulus. The response programming stage was manipulated by
increasing the number o f movement components in the response from one to four.

PredictiQiig
As mentioned in Chapter 2, there were three general classes o f predictions based on
previous research and the additive Actors logic. The first prediction was that the HickHyman law would be replicated, demonstrating a consistent increase in reaction tim e as
the number o f S-R alternatives doubled. Next, the additive factors logic predicted there
would be a systematic increase in reaction time at the different levels o f each individual
stage o f processing. For example, the prediction was that there would be a difference in
reaction time between the simple and complex response. In Chapter 4, these differences
were referred to as main effects. The other general prediction was that when two or three
stages were simultaneously challenged, the effect would be additive. For example, the
difference between the simple and complex response would be the same at all three levels
o f response selection.
Findings & Explanations
The current study replicated the Hick-Hyman law (see Figure 4.1). There was a nearly
linear increase in reaction time each time the number o f S-R alternatives doubled. This
increase in reaction time was indicative o f the cognitive system having to deal w ith an
additional amount o f information or uncertainty at the response selection stage o f the
information processing model.
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The second general class o f predictions was satisfied, since there was a significant
difference between the simple and complex levels o f both stimulus identification and
response programming. The first implication is that there was a detriment in the
performance o f the cognitive system when uncertainty was added to the stimulus
identification stage. Similarly, the increase in reaction time with the complex response
tasks indicates that the cognitive ^ e m was slowed by the processing o f additional
information at the response programming stage. Based on previous literature, both o f
these increases in reaction time were expected.
The next class o f predictions was based on the additive factors logic (Sternberg,
1969). For stimulus identification, the prediction held true. There was a consistent
increase in reaction time as stimulus identification was challenged across response
selection and response programming. Figure 4.2 revealed the lack o f interaction between
stimulus identification and the other two factors. The implication is that stimulus
identification is a distinct stage from both response selection and response programming.
As the amount o f uncertainty increased, denoting an increased informational load on
stimulus identification, there was a constant slowing in processing time. Unlike the type
o f information presented at the response selection stage, the information dealt w ith here
may not have a strictly binary character. As mentioned previously, information is simply a
reduction o f uncertainty. In the case o f the stimulus identification stage, the uncertainty
cannot be clearly quantified into one b it or two bits, as was possible with the response
selection information. Instead, the level o f uncertainty was changed by creating a greater
amount o f uncertainty in the moderate stimulus tasks. This type o f uncertainty can be
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understood as a type o f perceptual uncertainty, affecting the perception o f a stimulus in
the environment.
For response programming, the predicted additivity did not hold true across all three
levels o f response selection. Generally speaking, the additional information that needed to
be processed in the complex response tasks resulted in increased processing times. When
the response programming st%e was challenged, a consistent amount o f additional
information needed to be processed in the complex response tasks. Whether this
additional information can be quantified into distinct bits o f information is debatable, but it
is quite obvious that a response is more complex when it consists o f four key presses than
just one. Thus, the addition o f three k ^ presses to the response adds an unspecified
amount o f information that must be dealt with in preparing a response. According to the
results, a great deal o f additional processing was required for the complex response, which
was evidenced by the marked difference in mean reaction times between the simple and
complex responses. Yet, the processing time did not increase consistently and predictably
when response selection and response programming were fully challenged. When the
number o f S-R alternatives increased from two to four, something unpredictable happened
to the reaction times. See Figure S. I and the two circled points for evidence o f this
outcome. When two choices needed to be made and a complex response needed to be
programmed, reaction time increased greatly (i.e., an over-additive effect). The
implication here is that something anomalous, from an additive Actors perspective, occurs
when a great deal o f information needs to be processed in a choice reaction task.
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The current data represented by the first ten points in Figure 5 1 was predicted from
an additive Actors logic and previous research. The systematic increase in reaction time at
each stage o f response selection was predicted by the Hick-Hyman law (Hick, 1952;
Hyman, 1953). Evidence for an increase in reaction time w ith a degraded stimulus was
supported (Eriksen & Schultz, 1979; Posner, 1978). Likewise, evidence fo r an increase in
reaction time with a complex response was supported (Henry & Rogers, 1960). The
combination o f challenging response selection and stimulus identification was found to be
additive, as predicted. This implies that these two stages are distinct, and therefore
process information in a serial manner. Thus, the information from the stimulus
identification stage passes on to the response selection stage only after all o f the stimulus
identification processing has been completed. The simultaneous challenging o f stimulus
identification and response programming was also found to be additive, as predicted.
Anything other than additivity between stimulus identification and response programming
would be very surprising, considering the presence o f an entire processing stage between
them.
Two points stand out in Figure 5.1 as anomalies. Across both levels o f stimulus
identification, reaction time increased at a non-linear rate when both response selection
and response programming were folly challenged. One possible explanation for this
phenomenon could be simply that the cognitive system was overloaded. A t a certain
point, too much information had to be processed for the response to be made in the
predicted time. The cognitive system may have a finite information capacity, after which
no further information can be processed. In this case, all other cognitive processes would
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be hahed, allowing the system to catch up w ith the information already present.
One inclination is to think that there is an attentional filte r stressing the cognitive
system at the response programming stage. Yet, this logic is slightly inconsistent with
some theories o f attention. Most theories o f attention posit a bottleneck or filte r in the
information processing system. This filte r is usually considered the point at which
processing shifts from being automatic to being attention-demanding From an
information processing model standpoint, the filte r denotes a shift from parallel to serial
processing. For example, the filter proposed by Deutsch and Deutsch in 1963 stated that
there was an attentional filter somewhere near the end o f the stimulus identification stage
o f processing. According to the Deutsch and Deutsch theory, no attention is required
until the response selection stage is reached. In other words, numerous stimuli can be
processed in parallel, until an appropriate response must be selected. Once this response
needs to be selected, attentional demands are evident in the system and processing
becomes serial. It has been proposed that the attentional demands increase as information
is passed through the information processing model, where the greatest demand for
attention is in the response programming stage (Schmidt, 1988).
It would be convenient to claim that the delays in processing were the result o f some
attentional filte r or bottleneck somewhere in the information processing system. Yet,
evidence from the present study suggests that this is not the case. First, there was an
additive effect between stimulus identification and response selection. This additive effect
implies serial processing between these two stages. Likewise, there appeared to be an
additive effect between response programming and response selection through the first
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two levels o f response selection (see Figure 5.1). In other words, there was a systematic
and predictable increase in reaction time for response programming, until the final level o f
response selection. Again, this implies that information was processed in a serial fitshion.
Thus, the evidence points towards serial processing through the three stages o f the
information processing model, with an informational overload occurring when response
selection and response programming were simultaneously, and maximally challenged.
Perhaps the information processing system simply could not deal w ith all o f the
information to be processed.
The analysis o f movement time may also provide evidence for this potential overload
o f the cognitive system. It would be expected that as the capacity o f the system is
reached, completely pre-programming a movement would no longer be feasible. Instead
o f executing the movement with a motor program, the performer may be forced to resort
to some kind o f “ on-line programming.” This may have been occurring anyway,
considering some o f the movement times were relatively high (about 600-700 ms). The
fact that movement time increased significantly at the same time as the unpredictable
increase in reaction time, is evidence for even further on-line programming o f a response.
It is also interesting to note that only the most complex levels o f response selection
and response programming affected the capacity o f the cognitive system. Plus, there was
nothing to indicate that stimulus identification had any influence on challenging the
capacity o f the system. This is conastent with previous research in dual-task paradigms.
Some o f this research asserts that lim its o f attention are more severe in output than in
input stages o f information processing (Wickens, 1976). The attentional demands o f
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response selection and response programming would be more likely to affect reaction time
than those o f stimulus identification.
The argument could be raised that the above data and interpretations are a result o f the
present paradigm To investigate whether this apparent informational capacity is
universal^ present, different paradigms need to be designed to more (idly challenge the
information processing system. Hopefidly, the testing o f these findings from different
perspectives w ill avoid any potential paradigm-specific confounds.
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CHAPTER 6

FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Some o f the implications o f this stutty need to be more folly investigated. One
suggestion is that the potential overload phenomenon be explored from a different
perspectives, perhaps using different paradigms. Notably, the possible finite capacity o f
our cognitive system needs further study within the present fhunework, and also from an
attention perspective. The fact that informational demands led to slowed cognitive
processing in a single S-R paradigm, instead o f dual-response or dual-stimulus tasks, is
interesting. And the hint that stimulus identification may not impact this potential capacity
is an intriguing direction that may also be explored more folly.
The actual experiment was handled in a sound manner. There may have been only one
confounding variable o f any great interest. The entire experiment was composed o f six
different tasks which allowed for the formulation o f twelve data points, plotting four
distinct lines. A ll o f the tasks were relatively similar, took approximately 10-12 minutes
each, and involved a good deal o f concentration throughout. Because o f this, a number o f
the participants reported difficulty in concentrating throughout the tasks. However, the
experiment was completely within-subjects, and the tasks were randomly counterbalanced.
Since every participant performed every tasks and they were performed in a different
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order, the effects o f boredom and inattentiveness should have been spread evenly through
the tasks. In general, the author is ignorant to the greater implications o f some o f the
findings, but is sure that a richer mind may find fruits to harvest from the crops raised
herein.
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APPENDIX A

SAS PROGRAMS

Reafliop lime Program
* Dunn's Line;
data Dunn;
input subj tl-tl2 ;
cards;
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

327 388 559 393 448
315 336 503 507 478
243 271 363 281 439
217 222 292 246 398
262 388 605 445 552
252 290 377 313 322
245 262 321 309 322
237 300 455 326 548
253 322 483 467 672
382 363 413 373 389
211 249 375 401 471
264 304 381 412 402
212 256 348 364 373
225 283 374 293 487
251 288 486 405 539
289 329 468 390 450

759
652
607
569
717
625
355
683
834
909
662
563
497
530
807
554

340
362
265
308
303
308
287
283
306
391
254
323
238
278
285
326

453
351
297
256
439
323
303
303
415
420
289
319
298
310
349
357

550
551
365
319
667
414
368
483
452
505
391
412
369
400
499
443

404
513
380
288
443
355
330
347
425
429
411
403
420
346
422
398

463 768
467 723
500 594
381 624
607 716
378 700
336 591
553690
824 843
451 934
470 673
387 623
382 523
490 515
564 791
511 570

proc means n mean stderr. var tl- tI2 ;
run;
procanova;
model tl-tl2=/nouni;
repeated si 2, rp 2, rs 3;
run;
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Movement Time Program
* Dunn's Line, movement time;
data Dunn;
input tl-t6 ;
cards;
480.4
803.3
584.4
249.8
572.6
670.9
281.5
477
768.4
543.9
727.7
741.4
477.4
526
885
497.2

577.8
722.3
689.1
320.7
549.8
595.6
321
648.3
998.8
514
597.6
644.9
449.1
570
791
601.1

638
753.5
687.5
411.1
557.2
889.3
468.3
575.3
939.7
788.4
739.7
830.9
522.1
690.6
961.8
407.8

488.9
814.7
591.4
260.8
568.1
758.4
268.7
488.2
804.9
582.9
857.4
828
524.4
520
901.6
577.4

574.2
682.5
713.8
333.6
561
639.6
327.6
691.6
962.1
507.8
636.8
679
463.1
566.3
883.3
571

647.4
770.7
622.1
435.4
606.8
874
472.1
614.7
986
856.7
817.3
825.4
505
713.2
1058.6
426.8

proc means n mean stderr, var tl-t6 ;
run;
procanova;
modd tl-t6=/nouni;
repeated si 2, rs 3;
run;
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APPENDIX B

SAS RESULTS

RcactioaTin»
11:39 Monday. May 26.1997
Std Error
Mean

The SAS System
Variable N
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
TIO
T il
T12

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

261.5625000
303.1875000
425.1875000
370.3125000
455.6250000
645.1875000
303.5625000
342.6250000
449.2500000
394.6250000
485.2500000
679.8750000

11.5894955
12.1398856
21.7979775
17.8952318
22.9901927
34.9688217
9.8429199
14.8062135
22.3831224
13.2680302
29.4719499
28.9049988

Analysis o f Variance Procedure
Number o f observations in data set = 16
Repeated Measures Analysis o f Variance
Repeated Measures Level Information
Dependent Variable
Level o f SI
Level o f RP
Level o f RS

T1
1
1
1

T2
1
I
2

T3
1
1
3

T4
1
2
1

Dependent Variable
Level o f SI
Level o f RP
Level o f RS

T9
2
1
3

TIO
2
2
1

T il
2
2
2

T12
2
2
3

T5
1
2
2

T6
1
2
3
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T7
2
1
1

T8
2
1
2

89

Source: SI
DF
Anova SS
1
50246.02083333

Mean Square
F Value
50246.02083333 87.64

Pr>F
0.0001

G-G

H-F

Source: Error(SI)
DF
Anova SS
15
8599.97916667

Mean Square
573.33194444

Source: RP
DF
Anova SS
1
1191960.333333

Mean Square
F Value Pr > F
1191960 333333 126.94 0.0001

G -G

H -F

Source: Error(RP)
DF
Anova SS
15
140854.333333

Mean Square
9390.288889

Source: RS
DF
Anova SS
2
1596422.822917

Mean Square
798211.411458

Source: ErroifRS)
DF
Anova SS
30
230010.843750

Mean Square
7667.028125

F Value
104.11

Pr>F
G-G
0.0001 0.0001
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H-F
0.0001

90
Source: SI*RP
DF
Anova SS
l
379.68750000

Mean Square
379.68750000

F Value

Pr>F

0.95

0J447

G-G

H-F

G-G

H -F
0.8816

Source: Error(SI*RP)
DF
Anova SS
Mean Square
15
5981.64583333
398.77638889
Greenhouse-Gasser Epsilon = 0.9477
Huynh-Feldt Epsilon = 1.0808
Source: SI*RS
DF
Anova SS
2
228.13541667

Mean Square
114.06770833

F Value
0.11

Pr>F

0.8978 0.8617

Source: Error(SI*RS)
DF
Anova SS
Mean Square
30
31618.86458333 1053.96215278
Greenhouse-Geisser Epsilon = 0.8254
Huynh-Feldt Epsilon = 0.9144
Source: RP*RS
DF
2

Anova SS
128238.8854167

Mean Square
64119.4427083

F Value

G -G
0.0006 0.0014

H -F
0.0009

F Value

Pr>F

1.41

0.2606 0.2612

H -F
0.2611

9.68

Pr> F

Source: Error(RP*RS)
DF
Anova SS
Mean Square
30
198725.4479167 6624.1815972
Greenhouse-Geisser Epsilon = 0.8240
Huynh-Feldt Epsilon = 0.9125
Source: SI*RP*RS
DF
Anova SS
2
1708.40625000

Mean Square
854.20312500

Source: Error(SI*RP*RS)
DF
Anova SS
Mean Square
30
18215.26041667 607.17534722
Greenhouse-Geisser Epsilon = 0.8223
Huynh-Feldt Epsilon = 0.9103
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Movtmcnt Time
The SAS System
Variable N
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6

16
16
16
16
16
16

13:29 Saturday, June 7, 1997
Mean Std Error
580.4312500
599.4437500
678.8250000
614.7375000
612.0812500
702.0125000

44.4806566
41.4687633
44.6398239
49.2682182
41.9785235
48.2711757

Analysis o f Variance Procedure
Repeated Measures Analysis o f Variance
Repeated Measures Level Information
Dependent Variable
Level o f SI
Level o f RS

T1
1
1

T2
1
2

T3
1
3

T4
2
1

T5
2
2

T6
2
3

Manova Test Criteria and Exact F Statistics for the Hypothesis o f no SI Effect
H = Anova SS&CP M atrix for SI E = Error SS&CP M atrix
S=1 M=-0.5 N=6.5
Statistic
Value
F
NumDF Den DF Pr> F
Wilks'Lambda
0.52261536
13.7018
1
15
0.0021
Pillais Trace
0.47738464
13.7018
1
15
0.0021
Hotelling-Lawley Trace 0.91345315
13.7018
1
15
0.0021
Roy's Greatest Root
0.91345315
13.7018
1
15
0.0021
Manova Test Criteria and Exact F Statistics for the Hypothesis o f no RS Effect
H = Anova SS&CP M atrix for RS E = Error SS&CP M atrix
S=1 M=0 N=6
Statistic
W ilks' Lambda
PiOai's Trace
Hotelling-Lawley Trace
Roy's Greatest Root

Value
0.52428313
0.47571687
0.90736633
0.90736633

F
6.3516
6.3516
6.3516
6.3516

Num DF
2
2
2
2
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DenDF Pr>
0.0109
14
0.0109
14
0.0109
14
0.0109
14
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Manova Test Criteria and Exact F Statistics fo r the Hypothesis o f no SI*RS Effect
H = Anova SS&CP M atrix for SI*RS E = Error SS&CP Matrix
S=1 M=0 N=6
Statistic
W ilks' Lambda
Pillai s Trace
Hotelling-Lawley Trace
Roy's Greatest Root

Value
0.82599436
0.17400564
0.21066202
0.21066202

F
1.4746
1.4746
1.4746
1.4746

Num DF Den DF Pr >
14
2
0.2623
14
2
0.2623
14
2
0.2623
14
2
0.2623

Analysis o f Variance Procedure
Repeated Measures Analysis o f Variance
Univariate Tests o f Hypotheses fo r W ithin Subject Effects
Source: SI
DF
Anova SS
1
13115.71260417

F Value
Mean Square
13115.71260417 13.70

Pr >F
0.0021

G-G

H-F

Pr >F
0.0041

G -G
0.0048

H -F
0.0041

Pr>F
0.2495

G-G
0.2498

H-F
0.2495

Source: Error(SI)
DF
Anova SS
Mean Square
15
14358.38572917 957.22571528
Source: RS
DF
Anova SS
2
169085.6914583

Mean Square
84542.8457292

F Value
6.63

Source: Error(RS)
DF
Anova SS
Mean Square
30
382370.8785417 12745.6959514
Greenhouse-Geisser Epsilon = 0.9520
Huynh-Feldt Epsilon = 1.0868
Source: SI*RS
DF
Anova SS
2
1878.57020833

Mean Square
939.28510417

F Value
I.4S

Source: Error(SI*RS)
DF
Airàva SS
Mean Square
30
19370.60645833 645.68688194
Greenhouse-Geisser Epsilon = 0.9713
Huynh-Feldt Epsilon =1.1137
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APPENDIX C

INFORMED CONSENT
COUNTERBALANCE

UNLV
Department of Kinesiology
Motor Behavior Lab
Informed Consent
Welcome to the Motor Behavior Lab. You are invited to participate in a study o f
human motor behavior. I f you decide to participate, each experimental session w ill last
30-45 minutes, each o f two days. There are no known risks involved in your
participation. This information is based on a large body o f experience with similar tasks.
Axy information obtained in connection w ith this study that can be identified with you
w ill remain confidential. The results o f the research may be published in aggregate form
w ith no identification given.
Your decision whether or not to participate w ill not prejudice your future relations
w ith the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas. You may withdraw from participation in this
experiment at any time, but please inform the experimenter prior to withdrawal. I f you
have any questions please ask the experimenter. A telephone number to call if there are
any questions is (702) 895-1241. For questions regarding rights o f Human subjects, you
may call the UNLV Office o f Sponsored Programs at (702) 895-1357. Thank you for
participating in this project.
YOU ARE MAKING A DECISION WHETHER OR NOT TO PARTICIPATE. YOUR
SIGNATURE BELOW INDICATES YOU HAVE DECIDED TO PARTICIPATE
HAVING READ THE INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMED CONSENT.
Date

Time

Participant Signature

Course

Instructor
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Part.#

Exp. Init.

94
P *l#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
1 18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Condtian Order
0 9 . in*. Commente
la 3b 3a 2b 2a 1b
3b 3a 2b 2a 1b la
2a 1b la 3b 3a 2b
2b 2a 1b la 3b 3a
la 3b 2b lb 3a 2a
3a 2b 2a 1b la 3b
3b la 1b 2a 2b 3a
3a 3b la 1b 2a 2b
2b 3a 3b la 1b 2a
2a 2b 3a 3b la 1b
3a 2a la 3b 2b 1b
3b la 2a 3a lb 2b
1b 3a la 2b 2a 3b
3b 1b 3a la 2b 2a
lb 3a 2a la 3b 2b
2b 1b 3a 2a la 3b
3b 2b 1b 3a 2a la
la 1bl2a 2b 3a » !
3a 1b 2bl3b 1al2a
2a 3a 1b 2b 3b la
la 2a 3a 1b 2b 3b
2a la 3b 2b 1b 3a
2b 3b la 2a 3a 1b
1b 2b 3b la 2a 3a
la 3a 1b 3b 2a 2b
2b la 3a 1b 3b 2a
1b 2a 2b 3a 3b la
1b la 3b 3a 2b 2a
la 2b 2a 3b 1b 3a
la 2b
» 1b
1b %
a la %
jb »
2b ja
2a » 1b 3a la 2b
a 3b lb la
1b %
2a % la
% 2 % ïâf 3a 1b
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APPENDIX D

PARTICIPANT INSTRUCTIONS

Condition la
Each tria i w ill begin w ith a blank screen. The screen w ill remain blank fo r SOOms. A t the
end o f SOOms, a beep w ill signal you that a stimulus is about to appear. Immediately after
the beep, one dim circle w ill appear, dther on the left or on the right side o f the screen.
After a ti^ le , the dim lights w ill get brighter. Your task w ill be to respond by hitting the
key that is immediately below the light that changes in intensity. There w ill be catch trials,
where no light w ill change in intensity, in which case you need to wait a couple o f
seconds, and then respond by hitting the space bar once.

Condition lb
Each tria l w ill begin with a blank screen. The screen w ill remain blank fo r SOOms. A t the
end o f SOOms, a beep w ill signal you that a stimulus is about to appear. Immediately after
the beep, one dim circle w ill appear, either on the left or on the r i^ t side o f the screen.
After a while, the dim lights w ill get brighter. Your task w ill be to respond by hitting the
k ^ that is immediately below the light that changes in intensity. In this condition, you w ill
be pressing a key on one side ('F ' or ‘J’) o f the keyboard, followed by three keys on the
other side
or S '-'F '- D ). There w ill be catch trials, where no light w ill
change in intensity, in which case you need to wait a couple o f seconds, and then respond
by hitting the space bar four times.

Condition 2a
Each trial w ill begin with a blank screen. The screen w ill remain blank for SOOms. A t the
end o f SOOms, a beep w ill signal you that a stimulus is about to appear. Immediately after
the beep, tw o dim circles w ill appear, one on the left and one on the right side o f the
screen. A fter a while, one o f the two dim lights w ill get brighter Your task w ill be to
respond by hitting the kqr that is immediately below the light that changes in intensity.
There w ill be catch trials, where no light w ill change in intensity, in which case you need
to wait a couple o f seconds, and then respond by hitting the space bar once.

Condition 2b
Each trial w ill begin with a blank screen. The screen w ill remain blank for SOOms. A t the
end of500ms, a beep w ill signal you that a stimulus is about to appear. Immediately after
the beep, two dim circles w ill appear, one on the left and one on the right side o f the
screen. A fter a while, one o f the two dim lights w ill get brighter Your task w ill be to
respond by hitting the key that is immediately bdow the light that changes in intensity. In
this condition, you w ill be pressing a key on one side ('F ' or T ) o f the keyboard, followed
by three keys on the other side
or ‘S’-‘F’-’D’). The key sequence on the
95
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“ other” side is: ring, index, and then middle finger. There w ill be catch trials, where no
light w ill change in intensity, in which case you need to wait a couple o f seconds, and then
respond by hitting the space bar fix ir times.

Condition 3a
Each tria l w ill begin with a blank screen. The screen w ill remain blank for SOOms. A t the
end o f SOOms, a beep w ill signal you that a stimulus is about to appear. Immediately after
the beep, fiaur dim circles w ill appear, two on the le ft and two on the right side o f the
screen. After a while, one o f the ftm r dim lights w ill get brighter. Your task w ill be to
respond by hitting the k ^ that is immediately below the light that changes in intensity.
There w ill be catch trials, where no light w ill change in intensity, in which case you need
to wait a couple o f seconds, and then respond by hitting the space bar once.

Condition 3b
Each tria l w ill begin w ith a blank screen. The screen w ill remain blank for SOOms. A t the
end o f SOOms, a beep w ill signal you that a stimulus is about to appear. Immediately after
the beep, four dim circles w ill appear, two on the left and two on the right side o f the
screen. A fter a while, one o f the four dim lights w ill get brighter. Your task w ill be to
respond by hitting the key that is inunediately below the light that changes in intensity. In
this condition, you w ill be pressing a k ^ on one side ( 'F \
or K ) o f the
keyboard, fiallowed by three k ^ on the other side
or ‘S’-‘F’-’D’). The key
sequence on the “ other” side is: ring, index, and then middle finger. There w ill be catch
trials, where no light w ill change in intensity, in which case you need to wait a couple o f
seconds, and then respond by hitting the space bar four times.
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